
“Sporting Schools 2 SC-ORE”:  A participation project transitioning primary school
students and their parents to orienteering as a community sport.

Vision: To transition ACT and NSW children (7 to 12 yr olds) from Sporting Schools Orienteering
Programs to regular club activities via a financially sustainable inter-school participation project.
Seed Funding provided in 2017

Intended Outcomes: More ACT and NSW kids and their parents orienteering more often.
 Is it a success?

Target year 1 240 Projected Participations Actual 256
Target year 2 320 Projected Participations Actual 280
Target year 3 370 Projected Participations

Since January 2017, SC-ORE has had 536 registrations comprising of around 480 different registrants. A
significant proportion of the SC-ORE target moves on to high school each year. SC-ORE needs to attract a
new cohort of younger students every year.

Every series bar one (where slight decrease was experienced likely due to event locations in west
Belconnen), has seen significant growth in registrations.

Every individual child has a parent or guardian who commits to arranging/transporting and attending SC-
ORE events before school.

SC-ORE attendees are predominantly non-orienteering families. Most of the orienteering families
participating in SC-ORE are in teams made up of friends new to orienteering. Several SC-ORE families have
become orienteering families. Two such examples are those that joined the ACT invitational Camp to South
Australia this year.

Four ACT primary schools can now be considered “orienteering aware” as there are parents from these
schools that regularly sign their children up for SC-ORE and for the ACT Primary Schools Championships.
A measure of whether they are “orienteering aware” is the commitment from parents to travel across
Canberra for SC-ORE events, regardless of where they are held.
These schools are Campbell, Majura, Aranda, more recently North Ainslie.

 Is it sustainable now that the seed funding is expended?

SC-ORE has demonstrated its capacity to generate sufficient funds to cover its administration costs. As
with all community sports, SC-ORE continues to draw on the volunteers to ensure success. SC-ORE has
established a workable model whereby preparatory administrative load can be delivered by paid staff.
Activities undertaken during the actual events are all conducted in a voluntary capacity.

Under the current arrangements, and with current OACT volunteer goodwill, SC-ORE is sustainable.

 Has it increased participation and exposure of orienteering to a wider community?

A significant majority of children registering for SC-ORE have had Sporting Schools Orienteering
Programs delivered to their schools.



SC-ORE has provided the perfect “next step” to facilitate the transition from the in-school experience of
Sporting Schools Orienteering Program into the local orienteering sports community.

The other cohort of SC-ORErs are friends of orienteering children.  For this cohort new people to SC-ORE
have had an active orienteering family provide specific orienteering training to children from their school.

Feedback this series:
My friends can now see what orienteering is all about. Aranda SC-ORE participant 2018



Sporting Schools Orienteering Programs: SC-ORE participations

School Area Had SSP Comment
Aranda North

N
Orienteering families attend this school.
New OACT memberships plus attendance at
SA carnival as part of ACT Invitational Camp

Campbell Inner North Y Orienteering families have attended in the
past.

Canberra Grammar Inner South N Has orienteering as co-curricular
Curtin Inner South Y
Emmaus Inner North Y
Forrest Inner South Y
Garran Inner South Y
Gowrie South Y
Hawker Belconnen Y
Hughes Inner South Y
Latham Belconnen Y
Macquarie Belconnen Y
Majura Inner North N Orienteering families attend this school
Miles Franklin Belconnen Y New OACT memberships plus attendance at

SA carnival as part of ACT Invitational Camp
Ngunnawal North Y
North Ainslie Inner North Y
Red Hill Primary Inner South Y
St Francis Assisi, South Y
St Thomas More's Inner North Y
Telopea Park Inner South Y

SC-ORE maintains a data-base of around 300 school and community contacts. Of those around 30 are
current orienteers, the remainder are host schools, parents of past, present or future SC-ORE children
(currently active, or soon to be old enough).

An evaluation process is conducted after each SC-ORE series by way of a feedback form.
Based on the feedback received on SC-ORE, has increased exposure and has increased the likelihood that
people will choose orienteering as a sport for themselves and their families.

 What has worked well?

Use of high quality maps - developed through Sporting Schools Orienteering Programs SC-ORE
has been able to move into different suburbs around CANBERRA
Being strategic about venues SC-ORE – schools are chosen that ensure accessibility for committed
participants, but concurrently reach into new areas after the Sporting Schools Orienteering
Program has provided instruction.
Supportive and inclusive program that leaves no-one out.
Effective deployment of parents as field helpers ensure safety of kids and engagement with
parents.



Quote from Hughes parent Katie Cole 19 November 2019
Alex and Ethan absolutely loved Sc-ore. They found it fun, exciting and even though they had no prior
experience they didn’t seem phased by it. I think this was down to the helpers giving the extra support around
the course and the lovely supportive atmosphere. We’ll definitely be signing up next round. Also, thank you
for your time and leadership of a great event. I feel very lucky to have a such a positive event for our children
to participate in.

 What could we have done better?

To maximise participations, we could have remained in the inner norther suburbs of Canberra. This would
likely have resulted in a higher number of participations. However reaching beyond our regular consistency
and into new areas will likely result in greater numbers in the longer term as well as value add to the public
perception of our sport.

Develop an agreed communication strategy with Orienteering Australia to maximise reach into the general
orienteering community and thereby share lessons learned from this project. SC-ORE directly promote
through Facebook, OACT website, Twitter, School Sport ACT, ACT Education Directorate. Articles have been
published in the OA magazine, the OA online bulletin and even on the Oringen Academy communications.



SC-ORE Summary – Venues and Participations
Bold – indicates new SC-ORE host school

Year Season Venues No.
Teams

No.
participants

Comment
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2015 Autumn Eddison Pk,
St Francis Xavier,
Campbell PS,
Commonwealth Park

9 Teams 36 2 events in public
parklands

Spring Gowrie PS ,
Majura PS ,
Aranda PS,
Campbell PS

13
Teams

52 All events held on
public school
grounds. Gowrie
map SSP*, others
OACT funded.

2016 Autumn Aranda PS,
Theodore PS,
Majura PS,
Amaroo School

26
Teams

104 Events too
geographically
dispersed.
Theodore and
Amaroo SSP maps
(few maps available
at this time)

Spring Red Hill PS
Arawang PS,
Chapman PS ,
Curtin PS

24
Teams

96 4 SSP maps. Timed
to precede Primary
Schools
Championships
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2017 Autumn Hawker PS,
Fraser PS,
Kaleen PS,
Aranda PS

29
Teams

116 2 SSP maps
2 developed by
OACT volunteers

Spring North Ainslie PS,
Ngunnawal PS,
Emmaus School,
St Thomas More’s PS

35
Teams

140 4 SSP maps

2018 Autumn Miles Franklin PS,
Latham PS,
Fraser PS,
Macquarie PS

33
Teams

132 4 SSP maps

Spring Forrest PS,
Garran PS,
Hughes PS,
Canberra Grammar
School

37
Teams

148 3 SSP maps
1 rescaled Grammar
ISSOM map

* Sporting Schools Orienteering Programs

Attachment: 2018 SC-ORE Rules and Guidelines



2018 Orienteering Australia state funding report: Orienteering Victoria

Project 1
Melbourne Saturday Park / Street Series

Complete summary attached over the page.

Funding used for:

 Map updates X 6 (to colour ISOM maps)
 Printing of Colour Maps
 Social Media Marketing (Facebook Advertising)
 Event infrastructure (Banners and marquees)
 Other operating costs

Ambitions:

 Increase series participation
 Increase participation by first-time participants
 Attract and increase participation by “bush-only” orienteers.
 Provide a pathway for “street-only” orienteers through familiarisation with colour bush / park maps.

Achievements:

 Increased participation (82% increase from 2017)
 Increased participation by first-time participants (no 2017 metric; anecdotally an ~800% increase is likely)

Failures:

The established park/street event registration and briefing process was not adequate for the increased amount of
participants, especially new participants. At the so-called “Miracle of Separation Street” where 100+ first time
participants arrived within 15min of a mass start there was no chance that the organisers could appropriately brief and
coach all participants.

Insights:

The Facebook Advertising initiative was a considerable success and the major source of first-time participants. As an
exceptionally cost effective form of advertising (~31c per newcomer), it has since been adopted by a number of events
and series with continued success.
OV has hired a “Social Media Officer” to continue this initiative as well as maintain our platforms and newsletter. It is
perceived that the increased participation income almost covers the cost of this role.

Complete summary attached over the page.

Project 2
Bendigo Park / Street Series

Complete summary attached over the page.

The Bendigo Park & Street series comprised 6 events.

 The series was ran based on the regular Bendigo model -electronic timing, self-service entry/finish but with
sufficient assistance for newcomers.

 The series provided opportunities for Bendigo juniors to set courses mentored by experienced course setters.
 The event series is targeted new participants.



 The start locations for the events were in highly prominent locations at popular localities in Bendigo.
 The cost to participate in the Bendigo Park and Street series was minimal.

The ASC funding was carried over between two seasons: 2017 – 2018. Allowing for a revision of procedures and
strategy.

Improvements between seasons

 Dedicating more time and funds to Facebook
 Purchase of OCAD licence
 Structuring the events so they are sustainable for Bendigo Orienteers Inc. (adopting MapRun)
 Better integration with the regular BGV event program

Proposed future improvements

 Leverage the existing BGV web site to create a dedicated PASC sub-site which can be marketed through school
newsletters.

 Determine strategies to retain participants and ultimately attract them to orienteering as a lifelong sport.
 We have made several suggestions to Peter Effney (creator of MapRun) on improvements we believe would

further reduce setup time for events including;
o The ability to extract map files directly from Omaps.net
o The ability to record a mass of potential control locations against a map to minimise the need to

continually field check such locations
o The ability to generate events using a configuration file that would specify such things as event date,

map file, start time, end time, scoring table and a list of control locations to utilise. This would greatly
reduce the time required by Peter Effney to do the back end work to create the events and also mean
that events could be created at short notice.

o The MapRun app needs to better integrate with Eventor, specifically output results directly into Eventor.
Given that Eventor is the central event and results database for OA it is essential to facilitate accurate
reporting.

o Recording the number of participants in each group ie there may be a single phone for a group of 4
people comprised of 2 adults and 2 kids. It would be good if this information was collected at the
beginning of each event to accurately record participants.

Complete summary attached over the page.



Street O series in Bendigo 
Bendigo Orienteers Incorporated (BGV) was successful in receiving participation grant money from the Australian Sports Commission 
(ASC) to run a Park & Street orienteering series in Bendigo. The grant was specifically to run a 6 events series in both 2016 & 2017 
(see Appendix 1). 

The event series was coordinated by Craig Feuerherdt & Andrew Cameron of BGV, ably assisted by a range of junior orienteering 
members. The initial series was run using traditional punch plates however the recent 2017-18 series was run using the Maprun app 
by Peter Effney in QLD using ASC funding. The event series was originally labelled the Park & Street Challenge (PASC) but has since 
been simplified to Park & Street (PAS). Thanks to the ASC funding entrants didn’t pay anything to participate. 

Park & Street 
A few changes were made to the event series run in 2017-18 as discussed in the following sections. 

Event structure 
The event period was increased from 45 minutes to 1 hour in duration to allow the more social competitors an opportunity to 
explore outside the central park areas. Events continued to be held on Sunday afternoons and participants could start whenever 
they like (generally between 4:45pm and 5:15pm). The same format of a scatter course with 20 controls was used and the events 
remained free to enter. 

For this series the Maprun app was adopted which removed event setup/pack up time. While the app made running the event on 
the day easier, a lot of work went in to ensuring the event was correctly setup on the app. This was undertaken by a club junior who 
set all the courses and liaised with Peter Effney to resolve minor issues and make corrections to the courses. The junior also went 
out and vetted all the courses to ensure controls were correctly recorded by GPS. 

Mapping 
The 2017-18 series utilised existing maps from the last series however we did invest in re-mapping another 2 areas to increase 
diversity. The first was around Harley Street (adjacent to Kennington Reservoir). This residential area provided some interesting 
streets with lots of linear parkways creating linkages. It also abuts a traditional orienteering map (Wildflower Drive) providing the 
opportunity to entice participants into the bush to find more traditional orienteering features (ie pits, mounds, gullies). The second 
map was created to encompass the streets and bush around the Latrobe university campus. Once again, the ability to entice 
participants into the bush was the key motivation for creating this map. 

The club had mapped these areas however the maps were well over a decade old and therefore a small portion of the participation 
money was used.  

Promotion & Development 

Facebook (website) 
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/pschal/?fref=ts) continued to be the sole location for interacting with our participants. It 
proved to be an easy way of communicating and a cost-effective way of advertising and attracting new participants. The beauty of 
Facebook is the ability to grow a single audience and then leverage that audience to advertise to the associated friends. 

This season we spent just over $230 on Facebook advertising. The following images show the engagement and demographic reached 
by the advertising. All the advertising was targeted to a 20km radius of central Bendigo which has approximately 80,000 Facebook 
users. Our adverts reached just under 6,000 individuals across the various campaigns. 

Figure 1 Performance of Facebook advertising 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pschal/?fref=ts


Figure 2 Facebook advertising results - Demographics reached 

 
 

Prize 
N8 Health (a local business) donated a free 1hr massage voucher each week. The winner of this voucher was randomly drawn from 
the entrants at the event. This provide some incentive as there were several comments from participants (both in person and on FB) 
about the desire to win the 1hr free massage. After a few weeks we moved the 1hr free massage voucher from being a random prize 
to being awarded to the individual or group who found the highest number of locations in the shortest distance. This incentivised 
people to attend regularly. 

An overall prize was given to the winners of the series – see information further below. These were vouchers purchased from 
Bendigo SportsCo using the ASC funds. 

Participation 
We ran 2 events prior to Christmas allowing participants to reacquaint themselves. 

5 week official series started 21 Jan 2018 followed by an award night event. The following table summarises each event. 

Date Location Participants Comments 

10/12/17 Lake Weeroona 39 (81) This and the following event were run so participants could reacquaint 
themselves with PAS and also so we could test the Maprun app. There was a 
great turn out on a beautiful evening with several newcomers. 

17/12/17 Kennington Res 20 (37) Lots of people had told us previous week that they wouldn’t be able to attend 
due to other commitments – it was just too close to Christmas. Had several 
more senior orienteers attend and all found the Maprun app easy to use which 
was encouranging. 

21/1/18 Gateway Park 20 (40+) Numbers a little lower than anticipated from the FB traffic however it was 
forecast to be hot very hot - actual temp was around 30C when event started. 
There were 4 new groups attend this event (totalling 14 people) and all 
indicated they would be back the following week. 1 group was comprised of 5 
girls in their 20’s, another a mother with her 4 kids and their grandmother, 2 
middle aged ladies who have done rogaines and another mother and son who 
were bought along by an existing participant. 

2 people had issues with the app – it just died and therefore their course didn’t 
record. None of them were worried about it. 

28/1/18   Postponed due to extreme heat 

4/2/18 Lake Weeroona 23 (50+) Numbers started to grow on back of some Facebook advertising. Getting a 
good number of regulars and they are bringing along friends. 23 groups 
completed the event on the night and then an additional 6 groups completed it 
after we posted the map on FB. This is what we want to see happening. 

11/2/18 Kennington 44 (70+) There was a real buzz at this event. Lots of new people coming, predominantly 
through word-of-mouth. Regulars were helping explain things to newcomers 
which is good because they are taking ownership of the events. There were 

http://www.fne.com.au/rg/cgi-bin/SelectResultFileForSplitsBrowserFiltered.cgi?act=fileToSplitsBrowser&eventName=ScoreResults_MR+Lake+Weeroona+2017+PXAS+PZ0510122017+ScoreQ120
http://www.fne.com.au/rg/cgi-bin/SelectResultFileForSplitsBrowserFiltered.cgi?act=fileToSplitsBrowser&eventName=ScoreResults_MR+Kennington+Res+2017+PXAS+PZ0517122017+ScoreQ60
http://www.fne.com.au/rg/cgi-bin/SelectResultFileForSplitsBrowserFiltered.cgi?act=fileToSplitsBrowser&eventName=ScoreResults_MR+Gateway+Park+2+2017+PXAS+PZ0521012018+ScoreQ60
http://www.p.fne.com.au/rg/cgi-bin/SelectResultFileForSplitsBrowserFiltered.cgi?act=fileToSplitsBrowser&eventName=ScoreResults_MR+Lk+Weeroona+2+2018+PXAS+PZ0504022018+ScoreV120
http://www.p.fne.com.au/rg/cgi-bin/SelectResultFileForSplitsBrowserFiltered.cgi?act=fileToSplitsBrowser&eventName=ScoreResults_Kennington+Res+a+2+2018+PXAS+PZ0511022018+ScoreV60


also several groups who stayed afterward and had a picnic dinner which is 
fantastic to see. 

There was also an article (see Appendix 2 – Marketing & Communications) in 
the Bendigo Weekly on Friday promoting the Park & Street Challenge. This was 
a result of a phone call from one of the journalists who was putting together a 
feature. There was one direct phone call and several people mentioned it at 
the event. Nothing like free publicity! 

We have also seen more non-orienteers pushing to the top of the results which 
is encouraging and proves that people don’t need to be expert navigators to 
participate (not that navigation has ever been mentioned in the publicity). 

Many of the groups had 2+ people ie parents plus their children and there 
were well over 70 individuals who participated. Unfortunately, 3 people had 
issues with the Maprun app and lost their course. 

A local Triple M radio announcer was inadvertently at the event location 
(adjacent to a playground) and was asked by someone if they wanted a hand 
to get started. She didn’t participate but asked a few questions and then 
bought it up on local radio on the Monday morning exclaiming how wonderful 
the event looked, that it was free and had a great vibe. Contact was made with 
the station and she is attending the next event. 

18/2/18 Rosalind Park  This was a massive event with 54 groups participating including a heap of first 
timers drawn to a familiar and family-friendly location. The weather was 
perfect, and the council had recently re-lawned the area around the poppet 
head which provided a beautiful, central location to statrt/finish. 

Given that most of the participants in previous weeks had been focussed on 
the shortest distance to get all locations we decided to up the ante and offer a 
$20 voucher for the winner. This was open to anyone (junior or senior) who 
visited all the locations. Distance was as recorded in the MapRun app. 

We utilised the Rosalind Park map used for the Sprint championships in 2016. 
People were very confident it was going to be easy because of the relatively 
small area however they hadn’t factored in the complexity of the navigation 
around buildings and the restrictions of fences/gates. The winner of the $20 
gift voucher from a local sports store was Luke Feuerherdt, an 11 year old. 

Given the beautiful weather outlook we also advertised that people could stay 
around for a picnic dinner. This was taken up by ~30 people which added to 
the social atmosphere. 

25/2/18 Lake Neanger  This was the last event in the official PAS series and was conducted at the Lake 
Neanger precinct in Eaglehawk. Once again, the weather was beautiful and the 
area provided a different navigational challenge. 

Pizza’s were purchased for participants at the conclusion of this event – kindly 
donated by N8 Health. 

4/3/18 Spring Gully  We decided to run another event in order to hand out prizes to the overall 
award winners for the 5 event series. This was held at Spring Gully reserve. 
This provided a compact safe area for children to participate while offering 
adults more challenging navigation by giving them a taste of some bushland. 

We provided a double-sided map for this event – a larger scale map of the park 
area and a smaller scale map of the whole area. Once again everyone 
thoroughly enjoyed the event even though they may not have done as well as 
they’d planned. 

Once everyone had returned we handed out the prizes which were gift 
vouchers from a local sports store purchased using the ASC funds. The winners 
were determined by a combination of points and distance travelled which 
picked up on the theme we’d be running at every event. The winners were; 

• Junior girls – Serryn Eenjes (attended 5 events) 

• Junior boys – Luke Feuerherdt 

• Senior men – Dean Lakey (attended all events) 

• Senior women – Rebecca Pethybridge (attended all events) 

https://eventor.orienteering.asn.au/Events/ResultList?eventId=6232&groupBy=EventClass
https://eventor.orienteering.asn.au/Events/ResultList?eventId=6233&groupBy=EventClass
https://eventor.orienteering.asn.au/Events/Show/6680


 

 

The following tables show the participation across the 5 main Park & Street events. The first shows the number of groups 
participating at each event. As stated above, most groups contained more than 1 participant – for the purposes of counting we have 
assumed 2 per group. The numbers of groups increased over the course of the series with the largest numbers attending PAS #4 
which was at Rosalind Park. 

 January 2018 February 2018 
Totals 

 PAS #1 PAS #2 PAS #3 PAS #4 PAS #5 

Groups 24 29 48 54 49 204 

 

Looking at the number of events attended by participants, the following table summarises the number of participations by 
age/gender category. Just over half of the participants attended 3 or more events.  

This table highlights another interesting point – the number of groups recorded as Senior Females which accounted for 48% of all 
participants. We are pleased to see this group constituting nearly half of all participants, the result of some targeted marketing in 
Facebook. 

Number of events attended 1 2 3 4 5 
Grand 
Total 

Junior Male 8 8  8  24 

Junior Female 4 6 3 4  17 

Senior Male 16 16 12 16 5 65 

Senior Females 18 20 15 24 21 98 

Grand Total 46 50 30 52 26 204 
 

Improvements 
Given this was the 2nd year of running the PAS series, we adopted many of the suggestions put forward from the previous series 
including; 

• Dedicating more time and funds to Facebook – we spent a total of $235 in advertising and promotion on Facebook over the 
period of the events. 

• Purchase of OCAD licence – A lack of an official OCAD licence made it very difficult for Jimmy Cameron to create the 
relevant files required by the MapRun app. This meant that he needed to download and install a demo copy of the software 
on multiple computers over the time. We have now purchased an OCAD licence to resolve this issue in the future. This will 
mean that Bendigo Orienteers will also have access to another OCAD licence to manage and maintain its extensive map 
catalogue.  

• Structuring the events so they are sustainable for Bendigo Orienteers Inc. – this has been done by adopting the MapRun 
app to run the PAS events. This has resulted in far less on-the-ground time putting out and collecting controls. 8 hours has  
been invested in each event to a) set up the relevant files for MapRun b) locate appropriate control locations c) field-check 
the locations d) update the map files accordingly and e) publishing the map. This time will reduce when utilising the same 
maps  in the future as the base work of setting up the map files has already been completed. 

• Better integration with the regular BGV event program – in an attempt to bring some of the PAS participants out to 
standard BGV events we will be setting up (easy) Course 5 as a MapRun course for the first 2 standard Bendigo events. This 
will provide people with a familiar interface to try orienteering. The PAS coordinators are also going to be present to assist 
PAS participants and, if they are interested, walk them to some of the more challenging controls. Ultimately we believe that 
the PAS participants have mastered easy-moderate navigation skills and are well endowed with the skills to attemot 
moderate courses in the bush. 

Outstanding improvements which could be made include; 

• Leverage the existing BGV web site to create a dedicated PASC sub-site which can be marketed through school newsletters. 

• Determine strategies to retain participants and ultimately attract them to orienteering as a lifelong sport. Every state and 
event series faces the same challenge and it would be good if Orienteering Australia collate this information into a single 
resource. 

• We have made several suggestions to Peter Effney (creator of MapRun) on improvements we believe would further reduce 
setup time for events including; 

o The ability to extract map files directly from Omaps.net  
o The ability to record a mass of potential control locations against a map to minimise the need to continually field 

check such locations 



o The ability to generate events using a configuration file that would specify such things as event date, map file, start 
time, end time, scoring table and a list of control locations to utilise. This would greatly reduce the time required 
by Peter Effney to do the back end work to create the events and also mean that events could be created at short 
notice. 

o The MapRun app needs to better integrate with Eventor, specifically output results directly into Eventor. Given 
that Eventor is the central event and results database for OA it is essential to facilitate accurate reporting. 

o Recording the number of participants in each group ie there may be a single phone for a group of 4 people 
comprised of 2 adults and 2 kids. It would be good if this information was collected at the beginning of each event 
to accurately record participants. 

  

Budget 
The following table outlines the ASC grant monies and the expenses incurred for the 2017-18 PAS events. Less than half the original 
$4500 grant money was spent due to the generous donations provided by N8 Health (weekly prizes of 1hr massage vouchers and 
pillows), mapping updates being donated by Chris Creely and the series coordinator donating their time. 

Table 1 2017-18 series budget & expenses 

 
ASC grant Expense to date Balance Notes 

Coordinator $1,000.00 -$0.00 $1,000.00 Time donated 

Mapping $700.00 -$511.85 $188.15 OCAD licence 

Organisers $1,200.00 -$1,280.00 -$80.00 Jimmy Cameron 

Promotion $1,600.00 -$414.92 $1,185.08 Facebook advertising & vouchers for winners 

Total $4,500.00 ($2,206.77) $2,293.23  

 

  



Appendix 1 – ASC grant application 
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT: 
The Bendigo Park & Street series will be comprised of 6 events.  The series will be run based on the regular Bendigo model - 
electronic timing, self-service entry/finish but with sufficient assistance for newcomers. 
Bendigo has a few maps of sufficient standard which will form the basis of the series. Additional maps will be created of suitable 
areas. While there will be 6 events in the series, several of the maps will be used multiple times at successive events to a) to assist 
newcomers become familiar with the concept of orienteering/navigation rather than being overwhelmed with a new location every 
week and b) reduce the burden on the event organiser by having a common start location. 
The series will provide opportunities for Bendigo juniors to set courses mentored by experienced course setters. The juniors will also 
assist the organiser at the event to familiarise themselves with technology. Not only will this reduce the pressure on our regular 
organisers, but it will also underpin the ability to support Bendigo's comprehensive event calendar into the future. The event series 
is targeting new participants. To this end a targeted marketing and promotion campaign will be undertaken involving social media 
channels, promotion in the local newspapers, radio interviews and most importantly personal contact with a range of existing 
groups and associated events. Pulling together a comprehensive list of these groups will be the first task undertaken if we are 
successful in receiving funding. 
In addition to targeted marketing, the start locations for the events will be in highly prominent locations at popular localities in 
Bendigo. The events will also be run in the late afternoon/evening. An appropriate day(s) will be decided once the list of groups has 
been researched and timing of other sports and activities have been researched. 
The cost to participate in the Bendigo Park and Street series will be minimal and it is hoped that the entries fees may even be 
negated if sponsorship can be sought. ASC funding will allow the majority of costs to be covered, the main one being the event 
organiser. Providing a high quality, colour map (which is appealing to sponsors) is imperative. 
The Bendigo Park & Street series is seen as providing a friendly, accessible opportunity to try a orienteering at a time in the year 
when people are more likely to be outdoors. If people participate and enjoy the experience they are more likely to become involved 
in the sport in the future. To facilitate this transition, Bendigo may look at calendaring more appropriate event locations early in the 
season allowing interested participants to transition to regular orienteering. 
It is acknowledged that work will be involved in gaining permission from the City of Greater Bendigo to run the events. Discussions 
will begin as soon as locations are decided. 
 
HOW WILL THIS ACHIEVE PARTICIPATION OUTCOMES: (Please estimate expected numbers where applicable) 
Supports National Priorities 

I. Build on Sporting Schools, including subsidising projects to transition from Sporting Schools to club orienteering 
II. Strengthen and improve coaching and officiating infrastructure 

III. Marketing to parents 
IV. Develop structures within clubs to work with kids from schools 

 
IMPLEMENTATION TIMETABLE: 
The inaugural series will be held in consecutive weeks during February-March 2016. 
 
PROJECT COSTS EACH CALENDAR YEAR: 
Budget 2016: 
Series coordinator $1000 - Liaison with CoGB, marketing, sponsorship, series coordination 
Mapping $1200 - 4xA4 maps 
Organisers $1200 - 6 events @ $200/event 
Promotion $1600 - graphic design, brochure printing, map design 
TOTAL: $5000 
 
Budget 2017: 
Series coordinator $1000 - Liaison with CoGB, marketing, sponsorship, series coordination 
Mapping $700 - 2xA4 maps plus updates 
Organisers $1200 - 6 events @ $200/event 
Promotion $1600 - graphic design, brochure printing, map design 
TOTAL: $4500 
  



Appendix 2 – Marketing & Communications 
Figure 3 Article from Bendigo Weekly 8 February 2018 
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OA 2018 Participation Projects  

2018 SATURDAY PARK SERIES  

September 2018 

Compiled by series co-ordinator, Peter Yeates and Margi Freemantle, VP, Orienteering Victoria 

 

The six Saturday PARK Series events were concluded on a cold Spring afternoon although it is our 

intention to further promote the Bundoora Parkland event scheduled for the 29th of September. 

The decision to use social media to advertise these events has been the standout success story of 

the series. 

Our attendance results have swung from poor to astonishing, and the average is good and 

encouraging.  

The decision to introduce a full colour, close to ISSOM standard colour map has been worth the 

effort. 

We had to make some changes, on the run, to the way we entered people in order to gather 

accurate statistics, but in the end, we got it right. 

 

Attracting People to the Event 

The OV Media Officer, Patrick Jaffe, has engaged in several rounds of target advertising on social 

media and will have figures for responses and its costing. 

The arrival of the purpose designed PARK ORIENTEERING flags added colour and the use of the new 

tent added structure and a centre for newcomer information. 

  

 

At the Event  

At the Darebin Parkland event, since called “the Miracle at Separation Street” we had 166 people 

arrive including 100 newcomers. 
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 We have had to introduced changes to the registration system. The use of the standard streetO card 

to include groups, failed to identify the demographic of the entrants or provide a meaningful result. 

At later events it was, “one card for each person, and don’t forget the year of birth”. There were 

some people who were used to the one card one fee but we were flexible on collecting it.  

A single mother with 3 children was not charged for the 3rd (or subsequent) child in line with the 

Family Ticket of two adults, two children. A laminated “briefing” document was prepared so our 

volunteer greeters had a uniform approach. Our starts always had something of the chaotic about 

them as, unlike at MelbushO, we do not have a long registration period. We even had groups of 

seven or eight people arriving only a few minutes prior to the Mass Start time of 2.00pm. 

During the Event 

All entrants were provided with a coloured map. Five of them were new maps drawn by Fredrik 

Johansson, and one an existing coloured map prepared by Don Fell. Three of these maps were 

included in the participation funding. 

The maps were prepared to be close to ISSOM standard with the intention of introducing 

newcomers and street bound older members to our SPRINT maps and BUSH maps. 

  There was some early experimenting with approved ‘urban 

out of bounds’ areas, and the one attempt to depict this with crosshatching was discarded as in the 

street areas smaller roads and lanes were difficult to detect.  
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 We chose the “olive green” forbidden area colour without the necessity of drawing all underlying 

building structures. Philippa Lohmeyer-Collins introduced the concept of the 1:4000 enlargement of 

the critical areas on the rear of our standard 1 to 10000 map scale. 

This was well received but did double our printing costs. Later research found that we could get 160 

maps, printed double sided, from SNAP Printing. The paper quality and colour match were 

acceptable.                                                                                                                      

 

                                                                           

 

 After the Event 

At the Miracle of Separation Street OV EO, Rob Fell, ran a Junior Challenge in conjunction with the 

main event. This was well received and revealed to us the fact that our standard Saturday Street 

courses of A. B. and PW were not providing newcomers and families with a sense of competitive 

enjoyment. 

 

We subsequently introduced C. course as a 60-minute run for Family/children, D. course as a 45-

minute run for Family/children, and E. course a 60 Power Walk for Family/children. Although this 

imposed more work for our longsuffering scorer, we believe it should be persevered with on the 

grounds of simple equity. It did not seem right telling parents that their children were competing 

against experienced adults.  
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Crunching the Numbers 

A report of participation statistics follows. 

In short, over the five PARK events, we had a total attendance of 544 persons of whom 115 were 

children.  

In 2017, the total attendance at Park and Street events held at a similar time of the year was 299.  

Based on recorded statistics, this is an increase of 245 participants over 6 events. 

This equates to an increase in participants of 82% and is within our goal of a 50-100% increase. 

The bar graph below shows a bias towards male entrants and in children to those under 12 years 

old. This confirms the anecdotal evidence that those over 12 are already committed to a sport and in 

particular that the parent taxi service is also committed. 

 

Beneath it are the total participations and records of individual events with comments made at the 

time. I have included attendances at a number of other relevant events for comparisons. 
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Participation Statistics by Event 

 

DATE <12y.o 

F.    M. 

12 to 20 

F.    M. 

Total 

F      M          Total 

Comments. 

14/4/18 1      2 1     0    15    23 42 EAGLEMONT FLATS.  Fixtured as PARK event. No 
Facebook advertising. Appalling weather, flooded car 
park, surprised anyone came. 

5/5/18 5      8    0       1 17     32 63  TRUGANINA.  Fixtured as PARK event. No Facebook 
advertising. 

 Good weather. The discrepancy between the number 
of participants and Results was due to family groups 
entering as single participants. We failed to recognise 
this in time to collect better data. Noted one young 
female has been attracted from MelbO. (since been a 
regular and done two Vic Bush and joined a club.) 

2/6/18  17 19 9        7 46   68  166 DAREBIN PARKLANDS.  Fixtured as PARK event. 
Facebook advertising. 

Good weather and the first event we expected to see a 
response from the promotions of Patrick Jaffe and Rob 
Fell. Astounding attendance. 151 entry cards that 
reflected   166 on the course of which 52 were children. 
Ran out of maps. Junior challenge well supported. 
Should we add courses for juniors? 

23/6/18  4    8  1         1 28    40 82 NORTONS PARK. Fixtured as PARK event. Facebook 
advertising.  

  Weather drizzly, fixtured against a Rogaine. Young 
couple noted as retuning from Darebin. Just over a 
dozen newcomer entrants. 6 new adults and 14 children 
is a better that average Saturday. Photos put up on the 
Sat Wrap. 

4/8/18 5     11   1       0 35     57 109 

+ 3 
group 

COBURG LAKE. Fixture as PARK event. Face book 
advertising. 

 Promotions received over 90 responses. Weather mild 
but windy. Of the 109 entries, 41 first timers. Still got 3 
cards marked “group” with no indication of totals.  

1/9/18 5    5      1 22     46 79 BANYULE FLATS. Fixtured as a PARK event. Face 
book advertising.  

Weather cold and threatening. A solid turn-out, but 
disappointing compared to Banksia Park. Of note were 
the responses of two family groups. One had 
discovered us, on line, as an activity parents could enter 
with their children. A second group of adult males and 
children had “come again’ and bought friends.  

Total 37   53 12     10  163   266 544  
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Financial Summary - Expenditure against Participation budget 

Budget  Actual 

Gazebo   $280  $155 

2 x promotional flags  $470  $378 flags 

Mapping costs  

3 @$1,500 per map  $4,500  $4,500 

Coordinator  

@ $20/hr + travel 

& reporting   $500  $500 

Promotion   $1500  $500 Online Advertising 

     $66 flyer 

     $758 printing 

     $380 art work 

Total Year One  $7,250  $7,237   

 

Note:      Two additional maps were produced /upgraded outside this budget at an additional cost of 

$1,700. These have been paid from a Melbourne Park Street fund. 

  

Summary 

The 2018 Park series has been an outstanding success with an increase of 245 participants for the 6 

events based on the park Street statistics. The series was particularly successful in attracting new 

families with younger children. This equates to an increase in participants of 82% and is within our 

goal of a 50-100% increase. 

The Saturday Park series has demonstrated itself as a successful OA Participation program. The 

series will continue in an expanded format in 2019 and we trust Orienteering Australia will continue 

with its second year of funding for this project as outlined in our submission, so OV can develop this 

program and participation figures further. 

Summary of findings: 

This was a learning year for the Saturday Park Series team.  

The new colour maps were draw cards for our regular Saturday Park Street attendees, and were very 

popular with regulars and new attendees alike and supported our commitment to introduce colour 

maps into the program. 

The key element to the series success though was the online advertising, particularly Facebook 

advertising. During the series there was some experimentation on the target audience, with the 

higher increases coming from the general and family orientated advertising.  

Due to a high level of success, at times we found our systems stretched and we had to adapt on the 

spot. These adaptions, plus more will be built into next year’s program. 
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The highest level of attendance was at Darebin Parkland, a clearly inner urban map, so when 

planning the 2019 series our focus will be on our inner city maps for the beginning of the season. 

Royal Park, Carlton Gardens, Quarries Park and the Brunswick Parks areas would be suitable options.  

There was also a level of disappointment by participants at the last event that there were no more 

until next year. A point we will consider is filling the half dozen or so spare Saturdays, before Xmas, 

not occupied by Sprints, with more PARK events. 

 

Peter Yeates    Margi Freemantle 

Series Coordinator   Vice President, Orienteering Victoria 



Orienteering Tasmania Inc. 
ABN: 96 028 120 934   

 

 

 

Orienteering Tasmania – Current Participation Projects 
 

Sporting Schools 
In 2017, 13 schools were visited and 1,229 kids participated. 2018 figures are similar. At 

each school free tickets are handed out, future club events are printed on the backs of 

maps, items are written for school newsletters. 

• There is a positive impact of this program on the numbers who attend our Twilight 

Series events: >200 participants per event, most of these come from the schools we 

visit. 

• It is difficult to know the long term impact. There is a small number of people who 

transition to weekend club events, but many of our junior team members first 

experienced orienteering at a school visit. The real challenge is to get their parents 

to our events to participate themselves. 

Outreach Grant 
Grant money is used to conduct activities such as: 

• Primary schools which are unsuccessful in their application for Sporting Schools 

funding, repeat visits to primary schools, activities for lower secondary school 

students, upper secondary school students through their outdoor education 

programs. 

o The greatest impact on numbers is from our regular commitment to Hutchins 

School and Taroona HS, where we take all of their Year 7 students for a half 

day of orienteering activities during orientation activities at the start of the 

year. These two schools are the biggest in terms of participation at our 

Twilight Series. There are many promising orienteers coming up through the 

ranks, particularly from Taroona HS. 

o Zero impact from senior secondary school activities. 

• Community activities like the Healthy Hobart program 

o Limited numbers participate, some transition to events, but the impact is low 

• Engagement with other sporting clubs (Athletics Tasmania, Cross Country) 

o We put 3 events on the Cross Country calendar and they put 3 of their events 

on ours. Low impact – we did get 6 cross country runners at several Sunday 

events, but they have not been seen for a while. Few athletes showed 

interest. 



o We conducted a combined Athletics – Orienteering meeting. Total flop as no 

athletes showed any interest in participating in our event. 

• Beginners Workshop 

o Extensively advertised, but only 6 turned up and little or no translation to 

club events. 

• Taster sessions – one day sessions offered to schools free of charge. 

o These have just begun, too early to tell yet 

• Newspaper advertising 

o Expensive, with limited or no impact 

Permanent Courses 
Upgrade of existing permanent courses and introduction of Maprun courses 

• Our permanent courses are widely used by the public and organisations (e.g. 

Schools). In order to download maps, users must supply their email address and are 

added to our mailing list. We will likely contact the downloader email list in 2019 to 

establish via survey how they are using the courses 

Marketing 
Our newsletters, web and Facebook posts are now written with non-orienteers and 

newcomers in mind. 

• Impact unknown 

Coaches in Residence 
Our new coaches in residence in Launceston have been selected for their development 

capabilities, rather than their coaching expertise. Their emphasis will be on development of 

the sport in Northern Tasmania 

• One has just arrived - too early to tell 

 

 

 



Progress Report on ASC Grant Project: Anytime Orienteering

Substantial progress has been made on the Anytime Orienteering Project although at a somewhat
slower rate than anticipated due to the time taken to negotiate the levels of administration required for
each map area. Two types of map are being produced: bush/park permanent courses and photo maps.

Outcomes to date:

1. Personnel - All key personnel have been appointed and are working together effectively.
2. Control markers – Where new controls have been required durable 150cm square markers have

been sourced from a local reliable company. See below:

3. Maps and Courses:
(i) One park/bushland area has been re-mapped, 3 line and 1 scatter courses set and

control markers approved and placed. The material for the website has been written
and is ready to put on line.

(ii) One outer suburban bush area has been totally re-mapped, 3 line and 1 scatter courses
set and control markers approved and placed. Material for website is currently being
written.

(iii) Photo locations for a photo-based orienteering course in Albany have been decided
using historic sites and street art as the two themes with the goal of appealing to a
diverse population. A local photographer has been appointed and an orienteering map
suitable for the purpose is currently being revised.

(iv) A bushland park in Albany has previously been mapped. Three courses have been set.
Control markers of a type approved by the Albany Council have still to be obtained and
set up.

(v) Two bush parks within easy driving distance of Perth that have previously had
permanent courses have had map & control checkers appointed to ensure that both are
sound. When this is done, material for the web will be updated.



4. Branding and online delivery
(i) A new logo has been developed for use on maps, website and promotional material

(ii) A structure and a form capture process has been established for the digital delivery
component of the website to collect participation information and to allow for each
map/area to be managed as a standalone project on the website. This will allow for
easy addition of new areas or removal of outdated content.

(iii) Branding has been developed for the website, along with updated content to
promote the availability and content of the Anytime Orienteering.

(iv) Maps will have a standard approach and look and feel.

(v) Launch of the first area on the website early December 2018

5. Plans for 2019
(i) Two photo maps in Perth and Fremantle have still to be updated.
(ii) OWA would like to continue the project with Anytime Orienteering courses made

available in Bunbury and on Rottnest Island.

Janet Fletcher, Anytime Orienteering Coordinator

Nicole Davis, Digital coordinator

20.11.2018

As regards the Kenine Hill project, remapping was delayed due to other mapping priorities but it is
scheduled to take place over summer, it should be around a two day job so we do not have any
concerns to complete the job. Setters and controllers for the WA Classic have been recruited from
ADHOC & SWOT, admin will be covered by Perth based orienteers. With strong participation numbers
particularly in ADHOC this year we are hopeful of a good turn out from the regional orienteers.



ASC Participation Projects Funded in Queensland

Orienteering Queensland has had 6  ASC Participation projects funded from 2011 until
2018.

Projects aimed at increasing participation in various regional centres in Queensland were
initially funded in 2011 with some continuing through to 2018.

Cairns
With initial funding in 2011, the priority in Cairns was to identify potential areas for mapping
and then to organise mappers to undertake this work. Basic equipment was also
purchased to allow events to be conducted in 2012.  Because of the heat and humidity, it
was determined that an August series of street/park O would be the best timing but this
was later supplemented by an MTBO event earlier in the year and also by a bush event.
Apart from undertaking mapping in the region, OQ personnel were also able to conduct
course setting and event management workshops to help train local volunteers.

It was fortunate that these events were able to be conducted under the auspices of
Adventure Sport NQ who were able to use their extensive contact base within the outdoor
recreation community to help promote these new orienteering events as well as involve
local media. The events attracted good numbers and as a result a local club, Far North
Orienteering, was formed in 2012 and has continued to run a regular series of orienteering
events ever since. They also trialled using the MapRun app at one park event last year.

Rockhampton
The project in Rockhampton was similarly established in 2011 with suitable park areas
being identified and mappers engaged. Equipment was purchased and local people given
technical training.

A series of events were conducted in 2012 and 2013 but only attracted a limited number of
participants. Unlike Cairns, there was no established clientele base so it was difficult to
engage the local community to come and try orienteering. In addition, apart from one
existing orienteer, there was no one else with the interest and commitment to create a club
in the region. The loss of this local orienteer to other outdoor activities made it very difficult
to sustain community participation and the distance from other orienteering centres,
particularly Brisbane, meant that sending experienced orienteers to the region to conduct
events was not viable.

However the park maps that were produced have not been wasted and one was recently
used for a Map Run event as part of the conduct of a Level O course for local teachers in
Rockhampton. A further event is planned in another park next February. While it is unlikely
that there will be enough interest from the local community to develop a club in the short
term, the development of Map Run does provide some opportunities for orienteering
activities in the region and this is also being explored in other remote regional centres in
western Queensland.

Toowoomba
From 2012 - 2014, a project to develop street O in Toowoomba was funded and this
enabled a series of maps to be developed, equipment purchased and then two series of
three events per year to be conducted. As there was an existing club in Toowoomba, this
new project enabled local orienteers and newcomers to experience street orienteering and
because it was well supported it is now integrated into the club’s yearly program of events.



Warwick
Funding for a street O series was given from 2014 – 2017. As the funding for the project
was not received until mid-2014, events were not able to be conducted until 2015. As for
Toowoomba, there was an existing club in the area so it was able to be an enhancement of
an existing program of events. Funding was initially spent on making maps of the Warwick
area and on purchasing additional event equipment.

Two series of three events each were conducted each year, in summer and winter. The
summer series proved more popular and also had the benefit of being able to encourage
people into the club’s subsequent bush orienteering events. After the first year, additional
maps were made of nearby Allora and Killarney to try and expand the program but these
events did not attract large numbers, despite good publicity. The club intends to continue
with the street O series in coming years and will also be converting its park and street
maps for use with Map Run.

Sunshine Coast
In 2016, a project to develop street and park orienteering on the Sunshine Coast was
funded. Although the Sunshine Orienteers have been in existence for many years, they
have concentrated on running MTBO events as there is little in the way of suitable
bushland in the region. However, it was felt that the area lent itself to urban orienteering
activities as there was plenty of potential park and street O locations.

Early work was put into identifying and mapping suitable sites as well as purchasing some
additional equipment. Successful events have been conducted during 2017 and 2018. It is
likely that the club will incorporate street and park orienteering into their events program in
coming years. They have also started using Map Run at some of their local park events.

Outcomes
In relation to the regional projects, they have expanded the opportunities for local
participation in orienteering and have generally been quite successful because in all but
Rockhampton, there was an existing club which provided the administrative and technical
skills to sustain the activities after the project funding ceased.

It is also likely that the park and street maps produced in regional centres using ASC
funding will be progressively converted so that they can be used by Map Run and
hopefully attract a wider audience as well as potential use by local schools.

The lessons from these participation projects in these regional areas are that they have
worked well where there is an existing club structure to support and sustain them and
where OQ personnel are readily able to provide technical and administrative support.

Sporting Schools to School Sport: Making the Link
This project received three years of ASC funding from 2015 and was aimed at developing
a  structure linking Sporting Schools to School Sport in Brisbane. There have been a
number of district orienteering events conducted in Brisbane with good attendances from
local schools. A project involving the roll out of an orienteering program for schools in the
north western suburbs will be commenced in 2019.



Report on ONSW ASC Participation Projects

Western Summer Series and Southern Summer Series

Both Series started in 2011 and continue to run. Since commencing in 2011 the timing (and day) of
the vents have moved around a bit. But this has settled down over the last 2 years.

This year far more promotion has been used – especially FB advertising, and local letter box drop of
flyer.

Initially both Series duplicated the traditional Wednesday night SSS, such that only a 45 min score
event was offered. But now line events are also being offered.

Participating numbers are reasonable 50 ~ 100

In previous years, paper advertising was tried, but very poor return on a large investment, so much
so that the ad campaign was cut short.

Money from the more recent ASC grant for marketing of the two series has continued to be used on
FB advertising, banners and flyers.

Both Series continue to attract newcomers – more so this year in the case of the recently concluded
Southern Series. The 2018 Southern Series commences this month.

DuO (and MTBO)

DuO was one of ONSW’s original projects and ran for 3 years until the coordinator stood down. A
replacement could not be found, and the series died. This year, with funds still available, and a
renewed vigour by a few MTBO riders, another DuO is planned.

A greater promotional push of MTBO has commenced in the Newcastle and N. Sydney area,
adopting some of the ideas passed on from OQ’s Craig Steffens – using Mailchimp to communicate
more directly with participants and making it easier for riders to get information about events. FB
advertising will also be undertaken, along with a few other initiatives (free first-time rides, lucky
door prize).

Regional Expansion

One of ONSW’s success stories came from the original expansion project in Coffs Harbour. The club
has been in operation now for 5 years, and even co-hosted QBIII w/e. The other club – Northern
Rivers – failed to survive. However, the latest areas of expansion are bearing fruit with a Port
Macquarie having been formed (but not yet affiliated to ONSW), and no ‘club’ events staged yet.
Two weekends of free events were conducted which attracted a number of competitors, and a
smaller group commenced the club formation. It is hoped that the Port Mac club, like Bush’n’Beach
will survive – it has helped that there are a couple of ex Sydney orienteers, and an ex UK orienteer
living in the town.

The other two areas of interest are slower going – Upper Hunter Valley, and Northern Sydney. A
number of free promotional events were staged in Northern Sydney (Hornsby ~ Berowra area) with
a reasonable success, but unfortunately ONSW does not have the manpower (staff) to continue the
promotion in this area, and more events are required to be staged. ONSW is planning to invite the
nearer existing cubs in the area to stage a series of events in 2019.



Further events will be staged in the Upper Hunter Valley in 2019.

The Bathurst expansion project has met with mixed to poor results, with very few attendees from
the few events that have been staged there. It has also been difficult for the Goldseekers club to
encourage their own members to travel to Bathurst (30-minute drive). It is doubtful that a Bathurst
club will form.

Saturday Orienteering Series (Non-ASC funded)

Originally an ONSW series targeting high school kids on Sydney’s North Shore, and formed out of the
Junior League, the SOS is now run by Bold Horizons and attracts good numbers (50 ~ 100), although
most of the competitors are non-school age, i.e. existing orienteers. The Series is mainly conducted
in School grounds.

This year a second SOS has commenced in the Hills District using the same structure as the original
North Shore SOS. The numbers for the Hills District Series are almost the same level as the original
SOS, with a similar percentage of school age competitors (not existing club members).

Sporting Schools

See separate report associated with sporting Schools topic.

Permanent Courses

Originally 2 courses proposed – Bicentennial Park (Sydney Olympic Park) and Georges Heights.

Bicentennial Park was opened in Dec 2017, but due to having to deal with a very bureaucratic
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Trust (and lack of interest by maternity leave replacement) the Georges
Heights project is not yet finished, but looks like it, and the later Curl Curl project will be finished by
the end of 2018. All new permanent courses will have the MapRun app applied to them. Paper maps
will also be available either via download, or from a local outlet (café). With funds still available,
once the Georges Heights and Curl Curl projects are completed, 3 projects in the Kuring-Gai council
area will commence.

Corporate Challenge

GENERAL COMMENT

In most cases, almost all ONSW’s current and previous projects have been managed and run by a
few (paid) volunteers. While the original Western and Southern Series had a paid coordinator, they
have continued despite the funds running out to pay a coordinator. If ONSW are to propose or to
take on new projects, a different manpower arrangement will likely be needed to the extent that a
greater level of involvement by clubs will be required.

This project looks like getting off the ground in 2019. It is planned to hold a small number of events 
inthree areas to attract corporate lunch time runners. Teams based, with trophies. Currently a 
mixedevent format is planned to introduce runners to both score and line formats. This has been 
slow tostart due to limited ONSW manpower availability.


